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Abstract A spatial depth to groundwater distribution is essential for a wide range of
applications in hydrogeological assessment methods, e.g. for assessing groundwater
recharge, vulnerability mapping or as data input for numerical groundwater models. An
area-wide calculation of this basic parameter is complicated for hard rock areas because the
available database for an interpolation is mostly insufficient. A new method has been
established that uses springs and creek courses to interpolate reasonable water levels in the
top hard rock aquifer which is assumed to be connected to the surface water level. The
method named Hydro-FaBer (hydrographisches Flurabstand-Berechnungsverfahren,
hydrographical method for calculating the depth to groundwater) has been developed for
sandstone and limestone catchment areas without observation well data in Hesse,
Germany.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In context of different methods for groundwater recharge calculations (e.g. TUB-BGRmethod, Wessolek el al., 2004) and for estimating the groundwater pollution potential
(e.g. DRASTIC, Aller et al., 1987; Hölting el al., 1995, Armbruster et al., 2004,
Leppig, 2004), the depth to groundwater is an important parameter.
There are many methods based on topography for hydraulic, hydro chemical
(Tanaka & Suzuki, 2009; Fujimaki et al., 2008; Tetzlaff et al., 2009) and evaporation
issues (Li et al., 2008) on the catchment area scale. Further current developed methods
are using the interpolation method Kriging combined with a DEM (Digital Elevation
Model) to calculate the depth to groundwater (Marklund, 2009; Haitjema & MitchellBruker, 2005; Desbarats et al., 2002).
To calculate the depth to groundwater e.g. by using the method of Desbarats et al.
(2002), it’s necessary to test the data whether the groundwater surface depends on the
topography or on the groundwater recharge (Haitjema & Mitchell-Bruker, 2005). This
test was done for the investigation area and this groundwater surface is influenced by
both aspects. That’s why the method of Desbarats et al. (2002) can’t be implemented.
For areas with an influence of the groundwater recharge to the groundwater surface, a
new method was developed.
The following workflow will give a short overview about the developed method.

Fig. 1 Workflow of the developed method (Hydro-FaBer).

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEVELOPED METHOD
There are some requirements necessary to estimate the depth to groundwater by using
the presented method:
(1) The springs are declared as a groundwater outflow and can be used for the
developed method.
(2) The creeks are connected to the groundwater.
(3) The creeks represent areas with a depth to groundwater of 0.00m.
(4) The investigated area is under effluent conditions.
Furthermore, there are some additional assumptions which are derived of other
geometric requirements:
(5) The slope of the creek course is assignable to groundwater surface slope near
creeks (Fig. 2).
(6) Vertical to the creek direction, the groundwater surface slope has the same
value like the DEM at the creek in flow direction (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Creek course (creek direction α), by passing the point A1, A2 and A3 with surrounding matrix
dots B1 and B2, and the creek slope – β as the DEM slope at the creek (the groundwater surface slope is
simplified by using a digital raster).

Fig. 3 Creek slope – β (view from the observation point A2 in direction A3) as quantity for the
groundwater surface slope near creeks (points B1 and B2) in neighbourhood of the observation point A2
in the middle of the figure.

For the whole upstream area of the point A2, the groundwater surface slope β gets the
negative value of the creek slope – β (Fig. 4). In the downstream area of point A2, the
groundwater surface slope (relative slope β’) concerning the creek slope gets values
between + β and – β. Based on the observation point A2, there are also directions (to
point C3 and to point C4) which have a relative groundwater surface slope of zero
degree (Fig. 4). This fact is a result of the geometric positions of point C3 and C4
between one direction with a slope of + β and another direction with a slope of – β.

Fig. 4 Scheme of the relative groundwater surface slopes (– β … 0° … + β) in the neighbourhood of the
observation point A2 in the middle.

POINT BASED CALCULATION OF THE GROUNDWATER SURFACE
At the first step all points representing the creek course get projected to the DEM raster
(within a distance of ½ raster units to the creek) and they get the ID = 1 (creek = true).
Due to this step, a raster cell with the ID=1 characterises the creek. Furthermore, this
raster unit with die ID = 1 carries information about the creek direction and the creek
slope.
Vertical to the creek direction α, the depth to groundwater within a defined

Fig. 5 Method to calculate the depth to groundwater, vertical to the creek direction (h1 = elevation of the
creek bed, h2 = elevation of the hard rock top).

distance to the creek can be calculated by using the creek bed elevation (h1) and the
DEM slope at the creek bed – β (Fig. 5).
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At the first step of the method Hydro-FaBer, all points within a distance to the creek of
one raster unit are the considered points, e.g. point B3 at Fig. 6. The method will use
the information (creek direction and creek slope) of the points A3, A4 and A5 in the
neighbourhood of target point B3 to calculate the groundwater surface elevation at this
matrix dot.

Fig. 6 Scheme of the raster based calculation of the groundwater surface slope (β) based on the creek
direction α and the calculation of the relative groundwater surface slope (β’).

Point D2 has no creek neighbour within a distance of one raster unit. That’s why
all points within a distance of two raster units are selected for the calculation. In this
case these points are A3, A4, A5, A6 and A7. For the hard rock area point F1, all
points within a distance of three raster units to the creek are relevant. These points are
A3, A4, A5, A6 and A7.
The exemplary calculation of the groundwater level at point B3 is performed by
considering the three relevant points (A3, A4 and A5), by using their distances and the
according groundwater surface slopes (Fig. 6). Afterwards, all values below the DEM
are averaged, if there is no surface water body at this matrix dot.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATION
Depending on the creek direction α, different relative slopes (β’) of the neighbouring
matrix dots exist, for which the groundwater surface is calculated (Fig. 6). In the lower
circle segment (Fig. 6) the values of the relative slope β’ range from 0° to – β (90° to
270° in Fig. 7).
For the case, that the creek flows to the South-East (120°), the rotation is about 60°
varying from the normal direction south (180°). By combining this rotation angle (60°)
with the viewing direction to the East (90° from point A3 to point B3 in Fig. 6), the
result is an angle of 150°. For this angle, the relative slope from the observation point
to the viewing direction can be estimated. In this case (A3 to B3), the relative slope
(viewing direction East) is –0.333 · β (Fig. 7). This resulting angle is groundwater
surface slope in the viewing direction.
After the derivation of the angle β’, the calculated creek bed elevation h1 is added
to the product of the tangent of the relative slope (–0.333 · β) and the distance. This
result is the first value of the groundwater surface of the target matrix dot in the creek

neighbourhood (Fig. 5). For this target matrix dot (e.g. point B3 in Fig. 6), all other
available values of the groundwater surface will be generated. The overall resulting
groundwater surface at the target matrix dot is the average of all available values for

Fig. 7 Estimated groundwater surface slopes in the neighbourhood of a arbitrary observation point (0°
on the x-axis equates the creek upstream, 180° equates to creek downstream), e.g. an angle von 45° is
the result, when the viewing direction is East and the creek flow direction is South East (Fig. 4).

this matrix dot.

ESTIMATION OF THE DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER
The calculation of the depth to groundwater occurs by processing the next 3 working
steps:
1. The above described part of the method has to be done for all matrix dots
within a distance of 5 raster units to the creek. First points are chosen which are
surrounded by many direct creek neighbours. For each target matrix dot, the
groundwater elevation is calculated by averaging all groundwater elevation
information of the point which are below the DEM.
2. Then, the interpolation method Kriging is used to calculate values for all matrix
dots which have no information about the groundwater elevation yet. This
interpolation method was chosen, caused by the ability to extrapolate trends.
The given trends near the creek are the basis for calculating the groundwater
elevation at all matrix dots with a further distance to the creek.
3. Finally, the groundwater surface is subtracted from DEM to calculate the depth
to groundwater.

EXEMPLARY CALCULATION AND VISUALISATION
Based on the described working steps, a groundwater surface is calculated. The
calculation of the groundwater elevation at matrix dot B3 is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Calculation of the groundwater elevation at matrix dot B3.

At the next step, the groundwater elevation in the neighbourhood of the creek will be
calculated for the available matrix dots (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Calculation of the groundwater elevation at several points near creek.

After this, the average will be calculated for all points. After the following
interpolation by using the method Kriging, the groundwater surface is generated (Fig.
10) and can be subtracted by the DEM to get the depth to groundwater (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 Generated groundwater surface by using the estimated value at the matrix dots and the following
interpolation by using Kriging.

Fig. 11 Generated depth to groundwater map by using the developed method Hydro-FaBer.

CONCLUSIONS
The method Hydro-FaBer can be used in areas with poor data amount about the
groundwater surface to create an overview and an input parameter for the
hydrogeological modelling process. Especially for assessing groundwater recharge,
vulnerability mapping or as data input for numerical groundwater models in hard rock
areas this method produces very good results for the groundwater surface.
The needed data is easily obtainable. For this method only data about the creek
slope, the creek direction and a DEM are needed. Therefore, the developed method
studs for generating reasonable depth to groundwater, represented by a poor database.
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